Capability Statement
Silvercloud Services Corp
360 Visual Asset Surveys for Corporate Real Estate

Markets Served
Retail
Banking
Food Service
Telecom
Healthcare
Education
Transportation
Utilities
Entertainment
And More

Company
Year Established: 2016
Corporation Type: S Corporation
Federal ID: 81-2457599
Business Size: Small
NAICS Codes:
541310 541340 541370
541512 541618 541850
541890 541922 711510

Certification
Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
Nationally Certified by the
Pacific Southwest
Minority Supplier Development Council
(PSWMSDC),
an affiliate of the
National Minority Development Council
(NMSDC)

Contact
Matt Frion
President and Project Manager
mfrion@silvercloudservices.com
949 413 3236

Remodels…upgrades…asset verification…marketing programs…and more. When your program
includes multiple site locations and you need an easy way for everyone on the team to see exactly
what is at each site location right now, our 360 Visual Asset Surveys do just that.
Silvercloud Service's highly realistic 3D interactive Virtual Walkthroughs, Asset Tags, and Floor
Plans let you give each of your stakeholders the benefits of a detailed site visit. All without
physically being there and with the ability to “go back onsite” as many times as necessary.

Features
Virtual Walkthroughs feel as real as being there. Navigation is seamless and intuitive, with the
ability to zoom in on details with high resolution imagery.
Asset Tags highlight key important features within a space with titles and embedded
documents. Use Asset Tags to identify assets, objects, specific locations, and areas.
Floor Plans are generated from information gathered during the scanning process. Ideal for
plan-o-grams, marketing, planning, and more.

Benefits
Collaboration
Get everyone on the same page, make faster and better decisions, enhance planning and
design efforts, and answer important questions immediately.
Value
Shorten schedules and simplify the process, minimize site visits and avoid costly go backs,
simultaneously collaborate from many locations, verify assets, and confirm completed work
remotely.

Differentiators
Specialization in Projects with Multiple Site Locations
Planning and coordinating a program or project with a variety of site locations can be a
challenge, especially when you are uncertain of existing conditions. Silvercloud Services
specializes in creating 360 visual asset surveys for each location, ensuring each survey
captures the same information, and is delivered in a consistent format.
Background in Project Management and Architecture
Work with a partner who understands each of your stakeholders' needs for coordinating
schedules, achieving critical milestones, and providing accurate and reliable deliverables.
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